The Customer Identity Program Analyst’s primary mission is to protect the organization from inappropriate client relationships by verifying the identity of individuals behind personal or corporate accounts.

Kendrick collects, indexes, validates, extracts, and inputs information regarding identities of individuals that are relevant to the entity being onboarded or refreshed.

**Responsibilities**

- Analyze client documents and CIP information to determine satisfaction of outstanding requirements
- For corporate accounts, identify relevant individuals such as beneficial owners, authorized signers, etc. required to have their identifying information captured
- Ensure KYC policy is consistently applied in front office by requesting missing information
- Ensure client vetting data and document processing comply with regulations, guidelines, standards, and bank policies for all accounts
- Maintain subject matter expertise of applicable anti-money laundering laws and regulations; support front office by providing guidance on KYC compliance requirements
- Capture and index valid ID documents, including passports, driver’s license and other national IDs
- Capture ID numbers and other information from ID documents
- Handle exceptions with human-in-the-loop capability, working side-by-side with traditional team members